Recommendation Form

Summer Internship 2017

Student Applicant’s Name: _________________________________

Instructions for Evaluators: PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM AND ATTACH A 1-PAGE LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION. Email both to Internship@pasteurfoundation.org

In the SUBJECT line of the email, please write the student’s surname – recommendor’s surname (“Smith – Jones”).


EVALUATOR’S NAME: _________________________________
Institution:

Title:

Telephone: _________________________________ E-mail: _________________________________

APPLICANT’S NAME: _________________________________

How long have you known the applicant?: _________________________________

In what capacity?: _________________________________

PART I
Please evaluate the student by assigning a number on the following scale:

X=Cannot Evaluate; 1=Below average; 2=Average; 3=Above average; 4=Exceptional

Intellectual level = _________________________________
Scientific Level = _________________________________
Lab Skills = _________________________________

Originality of thought = _________________________________
Motivation = _________________________________
Maturity = _________________________________

Rapport with Peers = _________________________________
Rapport with Faculty or Lab Mentor = _________________________________

PART II
Please write an evaluation of the applicant not to exceed one page. Within the evaluation, please discuss (if you are able) the applicant’s competence in the laboratory, how s/he compares to other students you have mentored (what percentile would you place the candidate in?) and how s/he might react to an international laboratory experience. We appreciate your candor since an international experience presents particular challenges.

Evaluator’s signature _________________________________ Date: _____________